
I Intro. (Jan. 15, 2006) 

 Upon the fall of commercial Babylon, 

heaven and believers are called upon to rejoice 

(Rev. 18:20). A strong angel announces all these 

things of Babylon that will go missing upon her 

judgments (18:21-23). The final statement reminds 

us of the woman’s guilt in connection with the 

blood of the faithful during the tribulation (18:24). 

 

II All the Things and People of God Vindicated 

(Rev. 18:20-24). 

 A. Both heaven and God’s people called 

upon to rejoice over the woman’s demise (18:20). 

  1. (vs. 20) This is clearly a final 

imperative from the angel and/or voice of vs. 4 

(although WP sees a changes in speaker here 

commenting on 1:8: “The change of speaker here 

is unannounced, as in 16:15; 18:20.”
1
; “‘The song 

of doom’ {Charles} here seems to be voiced by 

John himself.”
2
): “Rejoice over her, O heaven, and 

you saints and apostles and prophets, because God 

has pronounced judgment for you against her” 

(Eujfraivnou [“pass…be glad, enjoy oneself, 

rejoice”
3
; “to cheer, gladden {eu, well, phreµn, the 

mind}, signifies in the Passive Voice to rejoice, 

make merry; it is translated to rejoice…of a call to 

heaven, saints, apostles, prophets, to rejoice in the 

destruction of Babylon.”
4
; “Rev. 12:12 and 18:20 

echo the OT demand for joy at God’s 

eschatological judgments.”
5
; “old verb {euj, 

frhn…jolly mind}”
6
; “see 11:10, used there of the 

joy of the wicked over the death of the two 

witnesses, just the opposite picture to 

this.”
7
] ejp! [“with the dative…of place…fig…of 

that upon which a state of being, an action, or a 

result is based…After verbs which express 

feelings, opinions, etc. at, because of, from, 

with”
8
] aujth'/ oujrane; [“as the abode of the 

divine…The concept of a heaven in which God, 

his attendant spirits, and the righteous dead abide, 

makes it easy to understand the taking over of 
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certain OT expressions in which heaven is 

personified”
9
; “A substantive in the vocative is 

used in direct address to designate the addressee. 

Except for two texts in the NT, the addressee is 

always personal.”
10
] kai; oiJ a{gioi [“used as a 

pure subst…a{gioi, wn, oiJ the holy ones…of other 

men esp. close to 

God”
11
] kai; oiJ ajpovstoloi [“esp. of God’s 

messengers…w. the 

prophets”
12
] kai; oiJ profh'tai [“Christians, who 

are endowed w. the gift of profhteiva…W. a{gioi 
and 

ajpovstoloi”13
] o{ti e[krinen oJ qeo;" to; krivma [“T

he OT is the source of…the expr…God has 

pronounced judgment for you against her or God 

has pronounced on her the judgment she wished to 

impose on you”
14
; “on an LXX basis, the thought 

of a legal claim is present”
15
] uJmw'n ejx [“{with the 

genitive}: a marker of the source of an activity or 

state, with the implication of something 

proceeding from or out of the source - ‘from, 

by.’…‘because God condemned her for what she 

did to you’”
16
; “various uses…like the O.T. usage 

of ÷mi…God has pronounced judgment for you 

against her”
17
] aujth'"). 

 As noted above, A. T. Robertson sees a 

possible unannounced change in speakers here 

from the voice in vs. 4, which we surmised was 

likely that of an angel, to some unknown person, 

perhaps the apostle John himself. In reality, there 

is no reason to rule out the possibility that the 

voice of vs. 4 continues to speak: “The speaker is 

evidently the angel.”
18
 Whoever the person is who 

is speaking, he commands certain people to 

“rejoice (Eujfraivnou, lemma, eujfraivnw, second 
person, singular, present, passive, imperative)” or 

“be glad, enjoy”
19
 themselves, or even to have a, 

“jolly mind.”
20
 It is the same word used in, 
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“11:10…of the wicked (rejoicing, ed.) over the 

death of the two witnesses, just the opposite 

picture to this.”
21
 The object of joy is the 

overthrow of the woman riding the beast of Rev. 

17:3. Who is to rejoice? “O heaven (“as the abode 

of the divine…in which God, his attendant spirits, 

and the righteous dead abide, makes it easy to 

understand the taking over of certain OT 

expressions in which heaven is personified”
22
; 

“Heaven” stands for its inhabitants. While all in 

heaven are to rejoice, we should perhaps recall 

specifically the souls under the altar who cried out 

for vengeance in Rev. 6:10.), and you saints 

(a{gioi of set apart ones, a general reference to 
believers; “the holy ones…men esp. close to 

God”
23
), and apostles (ajpovstoloi of sent ones, 

here “esp. of God’s messengers”
24
) and prophets 

(profh'tai of believers, “who are endowed w. the 

gift of profhteiva,”25
 which definitely returns in 

some sense during the climactic tribulation period 

as in clear from 11:10.).” Dr. Constable thinks all 

these people are “in heaven,”
26
 but the context 

does not say or demand that. Instead some might 

well still be on the earth to observe her fall. 

 What is the cause of this rejoicing, which 

is to take place? It takes place “because (o{ti) God 

has pronounced judgment for” these specific 

believers, “against her,” the woman. Literally, 

“God has judged the judgment of you of her.” The 

meaning is perhaps, “God has pronounced on her 

the judgment she wished to impose on you.”
27
 

Even if so, finally the sense is equal to the NASB 

translation, or simply, “God condemned her for 

what she did to you.”
28
 As strange as it might 

seem, all of chapters 17-18, are partially proleptic. 

They describe a judgment in past tense that in 

reality is at least partly a, “pronounced…verdict in 

their favor”
29
 (s.v. 21), that is, in favor of 

believers. 
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 Obviously this rejoicing is to be 

understood in stark contrast to the three dirges of 

the kings, merchant and mariners of the 

immediately preceding context. They suffer the 

deepest sorrow, we enjoy the greatest gladness. 

 B. A strong angel announces all these 

things of Babylon that will go missing upon her 

judgments (18:21-23). 

1. (vs. 21) This is apparently a 

different angel any previous voices in the chapter: 

“And a strong angel took up a stone like a great 

millstone and threw it into the sea, saying, ‘Thus 

will Babylon, the great city, be thrown down with 

violence, and will not be found any longer’” 

(Kai; h\ren [“lift up, take up, pick up…lit., of 

stones”
30
] ei|" [“numeral one…someone=class. 

ti;", whereby ei|" can mean exactly the same thing 

as the indef. art…as indef. art.”
31
; “Here eiJ"…=a, 

just an indefinite article, not ‘one’ as a 

numeral.”
32
] a[ggelo" [“of supernatural 

powers…angels as messengers of 

God”
33
] ijscuro;" [“strong, mighty, powerful…of 

living beings: in physical strength, or mental or 

spiritual power…of superhuman beings: of 

God”
34
; “strong, mighty, is used 

of…persons…angels”
35
; “is used in the absolute in 

the NT for both persons and things…We read of a 

mighty angel”
36
] livqon [“literally, of…a 

millstone”
37
] wJ" [“used as a relative adverb of 

manner, means as, like as, etc. and is translated 

‘like’”
38
] muvlinon [“pertaining to a stone mill for 

grinding grain - ‘of a mill.’…‘a stone like a large 

millstone’…The translation of such adjectival 

forms depends upon specific contexts. There is, of 

course, no need to translate an adjectival form by a 

corresponding adjective in a receptor  language, 

especially when a noun would be more 

appropriate.”
39
; “belonging to a mill…a stone like 
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a great millstone”
40
; “stone…lit…of millstones”

41
; 

“made of millstone, is used with lithos, a stone; 
and with the adjective megas, great, in the best 
mss.”

42
; “Late adjective, in inscriptions, here only 

in N.T., made of millstone…This is not a small 

millstone turned by women {Matt. 24:41}, but one 

requiring an ass to turn it {Mark 9:42}, and so ‘a 

great’ one.”
43
] mevgan kai; e[balen [“throw 

down”
44
; “Like a boulder hurled into the 

sea.”
45
] eij" th;n qavlassan levgwn ou{tw" oJrmhvm

ati [“an event involving sudden force and 

possible violence - ‘sudden violence, sudden 

force.’…‘and so with sudden violence the great 

city of Babylon will be thrown down’”
46
; “violent 

rush, onset…Babylon will be thrown down with 

violence”
47
; “a rush {akin to hormaoµ, to urge on, 

to rush}, is used of the fall of Babylon”
48
; “In its 

one NT occurrence in Rev. 18:21 hoŒrmeµma 
obviously bears a connection to the wrath of God 

but its immediate reference is to the storm against 

Babylon or to the city’s violent fall”
49
; “Dative of 

Manner {or Adverbial Dative} |with, in 

{answering ‘How?’}|…Definition…The dative 

substantive denotes the manner in which the action 

of the verb is accomplished. Like many adverbs, 

this use of the dative answers the question ‘How?’ 

{and typically with a ‘with’ or ‘in’ phrase}. The 

manner can be an accompanying action, attitude, 

emotion, or circumstance. Hence, such a dative 

noun routinely has an abstract quality. This usage 

is relatively common, being supplanted by ejn + 
dative {or metav + gen.} in Koine 

Greek.”
50
] blhqhvsetai [“throw down…to 

destruction”
51
] Babulw;n [“Babylon, capital of 

Babylonia…In late Judaism Rome began to take 

on the name and many of the characteristics of 

Babylon as a world-power hostile to God, 
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denounced by the prophets…The same interpr. is 

preferred by most for Rv…where B. is always 

called the Great”
52
; “it denotes the ungodly power 

of the end-time”
53
] hJ megavlh [“The adjective 

megalh…occurs with Babulwn…each time in the 

Apocalypse”
54
] povli" [“city, city-

state…lit…hJ povli" the city designated in the 

context…In Rv hJ povl. hJ. megavlh is almost 

always ‘Babylon’”
55
] kai; ouj mh; [“in combination 

w. ouj, mhv has the effect of strengthening the 

negation…ouj mhv is the most decisive way of 

negativing someth. in the future…w. the 

subj…aor. subj…never, certainly not, 

etc.”
56
] euJreqh'/ [“find…after seeking find, 

discover, come upon abs…The pass. w. neg. can 

also mean: no longer to be found, despite a 

thorough search=disappear”
57
; “denotes…to find, 

either with previous search…or without…of 

Babylon and its occupants”
58
] e[ti [“adv…yet, 

still…of time…in negat. statements…to denote 

that someth. is stopping, has stopped, or should 

stop no longer…ouj mh; e[. never again”59
; “yet, as 

yet, still…‘{no} more,’ ‘any more’ {5 times}”
60
]). 

 Dr. Walvoord described this as, “The final 

and violent destruction of the city,”
61
 as if to say 

that the judgment was indeed underway in all of 

chaps. 17-18. On the other hand, it is possible that 

this is a look at the totality of the judgment from 

the beginning, looked at by way of a different 

picture. 

 Here “a strong angel,” is lit., “one strong 

(ijscuro;" “mighty, powerful”62
) angel,” but the 

numeral means, “exactly the same thing as the 

indef. art.”
63
 This angel, “took up a stone like a 

great millstone (muvlinon mevgan), and threw it into 

the sea.” “This is not a small millstone turned by 

women (Matt. 24:41), but one requiring” a donkey 
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“to turn it (Mark 9:42).”
64
 It took tremendous 

strength to lift such a stone, but this mighty angel 

lifted it up and cast it into the sea, which in itself 

is a picture of judgment. Jesus said, “but whoever 

causes one of these little ones who believe in Me 

to stumble, it is better for him that a heavy 

millstone be hung around his neck, and that he be 

drowned in the depth of the sea” (Mt. 18:6). So we 

have two pictures of judgment on the city of 

Babylon, one by fire, this one by drowning from 

which there could be no escape in either case. “As 

it is impossible for that huge stone to rise to the 

surface, so the economic system that has driven 

this world virtually throughout its history will 

sink. It will never rise again (cf. Exod. 15:5; Neh. 

9:11).”
65
 

 There is no underestimating the thundering 

execution of this final judgment on “Babylon, the 

great city.” It will “be thrown down with violence 

(oJrmhvmati),” lit., a “rush,”
66
 referring to, “an 

event involving sudden force,”
67
 after which the 

city, “will not be found any longer,” that is, it will, 

“no longer to be found, despite a thorough 

search,”
68
 and so it will, “disappear”

69
 completely. 

  2. (vs. 22) All the artists, craftsmen, 

and mills will be silenced in the great judgment of 

Babylon: “And the sound of harpists and 

musicians and flute-players and trumpeters will 

not be heard in you any longer; and no craftsman 

of any craft will be found in you any longer; and 

the sound of a mill will not be heard in you any 

longer” (kai; fwnh; [“sound, tone, noise the source 
of which is added in the gen.: of musical 

instruments…blasts of the trumpet…or of those 

who play them”
70
] kiqarw/dw'n [“lyre-player, 

harpist who plays an accompaniment to his own 

singing”
71
; “denotes one who plays and sings to 

the lyre {from kithara, a lyre, and aoidos, a 

singer}”
72
; “a harper, one who plays the harp and 

accompanies it with his 
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voice”
73
] kai; mousikw'n [“one who produces 

music - ‘musician, singer.’…‘the sound of harpists 

and musicians’…mousikw'n probably refers to 

singers.”
74
; “subst. oJ m. the musician…w. harpists, 

flute-players and trumpeters”
75
; “R.V., ‘minstrels’ 

{A.V., ‘musicians’}; inasmuch as other 

instrumentalists are mentioned, some word like 

‘minstrels’ is necessary to make the distinction, 

hence the R.V.; Bengel and others translate it 

‘singers.’ Primarily the word denoted ‘devoted to 

the Muses’ {the nine goddesses who presided over 

the principal departments of letters}, and was used 

of anyone devoted to or skilled in arts and 

sciences, or ‘learned.’”
76
; “here only in N.T., one 

playing on musical 

instruments.”
77
] kai; aujlhtw'n [“flute-player for 

festive occasions”
78
; “a flute–player {from auleoµ, 

to play the flute}…{A.V., ‘pipers’}. In the papyri 

writings of the time the word is chiefly associated 

with religious 

matters”
79
] kai; salpistw'n [“{derivative of 

salpivzw…‘to play the trumpet,’…} one who 

plays the trumpet - ‘trumpeter.’…‘the sound of 

harpists...and trumpeters will never be heard in 

you again’”
80
; “trumpeter”

81
; “The trumpet is a 

musical instrument in the NT only in pagan 

Babylon, whose trumpeters are silenced with its 

fall”
82
] ouj mh; ajkousqh'/ [“‘to hear, hearing.’…‘the 

sound of harpists and musicians and flute players 

and trumpeters will never again be heard in 

you’”
83
; “hear, as a passive respondent to 

levgw...lit., of sense perception…w. obj…foll. by a 

thing as obj. in 

acc.”
84
] ejn soi; e[ti kai; pa'" tecnivth" [“one 

who customarily engages in a particular craft or 

occupation - ‘craftsman.’…‘no craftsman of any 

occupation will ever be found in you 
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again’”
85
] [“craftsman, artisan, 

designer”
86
] pavsh" tevcnh" [“skill, trade”87

; “an 

art, handicraft, trade…of a trade or craft…‘craft’ 

{cp. techniteµs, a craftsman, Eng., 

technical}.”
88
] ouj mh; euJreqh'/ [“find, come upon 

accidentally, without seeking tinav someone”89
; 

“denotes…to find, either with previous search…or 

without…of Babylon and its 

occupants”
90
] ejn soi; e[ti kai; fwnh; [“sound, 

tone, noise the source of which is added in the 

gen…Of the noise made by a 

millstone”
91
] muvlou [“a construction of two flat 

stones between which grain was ground into flour 

by rotating the top stone - ‘mill.’…‘the sound of 

the mill will no longer be heard in you’…Some 

mills were relatively small and operated by hand 

and could well be considered as artifacts. Others, 

however, were quite large, and animals were used 

to rotate the upper stone.”
92
; “mill…made of two 

round, flat stones…fwnh; m. the sound of the mill 
{as it turns}”

93
; “In the NT, under OT 

influence…often means ‘noise’ or ‘sound,’ 

e.g…the grinding of millstones”
94
; “denotes a 

hand–mill, consisting of two circular stones, one 

above the other, the lower being fixed. From the 

centre of the lower a wooden pin passes through a 

hole in the upper, into which the grain is thrown, 

escaping as flour between the stones and falling on 

a prepared material below them. The handle is 

inserted into the upper stone near the 

circumference. Small stones could be turned by 

one woman {millgrinding was a work deemed fit 

only for women and slaves; cp. Judg. 

16:21}…Still larger ones were turned by an ass 

{onikos}, Matt. 18:6, R.V., ‘a great millstone’ 

{marg., ‘a millstone turned by an 

ass’}”
95
] ouj mh; ajkousqh'/ ejn soi; e[ti [“adv…yet, 

still…of time…in negat. statements…to denote 
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that someth. is stopping, has stopped, or should 

stop no longer…ouj mh; e[. never again”96
]). 

 Naturally all the things which characterized 

such a busy commercial city and which people 

very often fondly associated with it are gone. That 

included, “the sound (fwnh;) of harpists 

(kiqarw/dw'n),” a person who “denotes one who 

plays and sings to the lyre (from kithara, a lyre, 
and aoidos, a singer),”

97
 “and musicians 

(mousikw'n),” a term that refers generally to “one 

who produces music,”
98
 the reference here likely 

being, “to singers”
99
 or possibly those, “playing on 

musical instruments,”
100

 “and flute-players 

(aujlhtw'n),” or flautists, “and trumpeters 

(salpistw'n) will not be heard in you any longer,” 

a strong negative with the sense, “will be heard in 

you never again.” When the music is silenced, that 

is a good clue indicating that the party is over. 

 Not only does the music stop, but also the 

arts and crafts department is shut down: “and no 

craftsman (tecnivth" cf. English, technician)” or 

“artisan (or) designer”
101

 “of any craft 

(tevcnh" connected with English technique.)” 

“skill (or) trade”
102

 “will be found in you any 

longer.” Again the very strong negative is that 

these skilled people will never be found in you 

either accidentally or on purpose again. They are 

done. 

 Food production is also halted. This might 

correspond to modern manufacturing sites or 

processing plants being shut down. The specific 

reference here is to “the sound of a mill” not being 

“heard in you any longer.” A mill (muvlou) was, “a 

construction of two flat stones between which 

grain was ground into flour by rotating the top 

stone…Some mills were relatively small and 

operated by hand and could well be considered as 

artifacts. Others, however, were quite large, and 

animals were used to rotate the upper stone.”
103

 

The sound of such mills, and generally, the sound 
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of men at work will be very familiar to all the city 

dwellers of Babylon. The silence will be ominous, 

indicative of divine judgment. 

  3. (vs. 23) Further we learn that it is 

lights out in the city, no more weddings, and 

business has collapsed: “and the light of a lamp 

will not shine in you any longer; and the voice of 

the bridegroom and bride will not be heard in you 

any longer; for your merchants were the great men 

of the earth, because all the nations were deceived 

by your sorcery” (kai; fw'" [“lit…gener…Of 

lamp-light”
104

] luvcnou [“the {oil-burning…Made 

of metal or clay…} lamp…lit…light of a 

lamp”
105

; “a portable lamp usually set on a 

stand…the word is 

used…literally”
106

] ouj mh; favnh/ [“act., in our lit. 
only intr. shine, give light, be bright…Light”

107
; 

“to cause to appear, denotes, in the Active Voice, 

to give light, shine…‘ye are seen’”
108

; “‘to shine,’ 

‘to light up’”
109

] ejn soi; e[ti [“adv…yet, still…of 

time…in negat. statements…to denote that 

someth. is stopping, has stopped, or should stop no 

longer…never 

again”
110

] kai; fwnh; [“voice…gener. Any form of 

speech or other utterance w. the voice can take 

place”
111

] numfivou [“a 
bridegroom”

112
] kai; nuvmfh" [“Eng. nymph, a 

bride, or young 

wife”
113

] ouj mh; ajkousqh'/ ejn soi; e[ti [“adv…yet, 

still…of time…in negat. statements…to denote 

that someth. is stopping, has stopped, or should 

stop no longer…never 

again”
114

] o{ti oiJ e[mporoi [“merchant…actually 

wholesale dealer in contrast to kavphlo" 
‘retailer’”

115
] sou h\san oiJ megista'ne" [“great 

man, courtier, magnate…Gener.”
116

; “akin to 
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megistos, greatest, the superlative degree of 

megas, great, denotes chief men, 

nobles…‘princes’”
117

; “The grandees, magnates, 

nobles, the chief men of civil life.”
118

; “the 

grandees, the persecuting proconsuls 

{Swete}.”
119

] th'" gh'" o{ti ejn th'/ farmakeiva/ [“t
he use of magic, often involving drugs and the 

casting of spells upon people - ‘to practice magic, 

to cast spells upon, to engage in sorcery, magic, 

sorcery.’…‘with your magic spells you deceived 

all the peoples {of the world}’”
120

; “sorcery, 

magic”
121

; “{Eng., pharmacy etc.} primarily 

signified the use of medicine, drugs, spells; then, 

poisoning; then, sorcery”
122

; “witchcraft 

{farmakeia…from farmakon…a drug, the 

ministering of drugs}, but the sorcerers 

monopolized the word for a while in their magical 

arts and used it in connection with idolatry.”
123

; 

“old word {from farmakeuw…to prepare drugs, 

from farmakon…sorcery, Rev. 9:21}, in N.T. 

only here and Gal. 5:20 for sorcery and magical 

arts. If one is puzzled over the connection between 

medicine and sorcery as illustrated by this word 

{our pharmacy}, he has only to recall quackery 

today in medicine {patent medicines and cure-

alls}, witch-doctors, professional faith-healers, 

medicine-men in Africa. True medical science has 

had a hard fight to shake off chicanery and 

charlatanry.”
124

] sou ejplanhvqhsan [“pass. go 

astray, be misled, wander about…fig., without 

preserving the symbolism…as the pass. of 1b: be 

deceived, be misled…Let oneself be misled, 

deceived”
125

; “Revelation presents the seducing 

powers in more strongly mythical garb and sees 

them trying to seduce the world rather than 

believers. The seducer is the dragon, the serpent, 

the devil, or Satan {12:9}, who has fallen from 

heaven, is chained for a time, is released, and is 

then destroyed {12:9; 20:3ff.}. The second beast is 
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also a seducer, i.e., a seducing prophet who 

accompanies the first beast, or antichrist. Babylon, 

too, is a seducing power in 18:23. These forces 

persecute the community rather than seducing it; 

their seduction is aimed at the world and leads it 

into fornication and idolatry {18:3; 13:14-15} by 

means of false miracles {cf. 13:14} and 

sorcery”
126

] pavnta ta; e[qnh). 
 Such a simple thing mostly taken for 

granted by the world at that time, namely, “the 

light of a lamp (luvcnou “oil-burning…made of 

metal or clay,”
127

 also “portable [and] usually set 

on a stand”
128

) will not” be seen to “shine in you 

any longer.” The finality of this cessation is like 

that above. Judgment brings literal darkness. 

 Circumstances will be so grim as to halt 

normal marriage and giving in marriage (cf. 1Cor. 

7). Thus “the voice of the bridegroom (numfivou) 
and bride (nuvmfh") will not be heard in you any 

longer.” Again note the utter finality of the end of 

this normal behavior in those days. 

 Then follows the cause or reason for the 

abrupt cessation of all these very normal things. It 

happened because (“for” - o{ti) “your merchants 

(e[mporoi)” or “wholesale dealer(s)”
129

 “were 

(h\san),” notice the past tense, “the great men 

(megista'ne")” or the, “grandees, magnates, 

nobles, the chief men”
130

 “of the earth.” 

Everything has gone to pieces for the merchants as 

we know from vv. 11-17a. With their materialistic 

philosophy of life, they played a major role in 

bringing about the world that then will be, one ripe 

for judgment. For we must bear in mind that 

believers will be excluded from buying and selling 

because they necessarily refuse the mark of the 

beast (Rev. 13:17). 

 A further cause or reason for the ending of 

normal human activities is given. It is “because 

(o{ti) all the nations were deceived by your 

sorcery” that is, the sorcery of the woman and/or 

Babylon. The expression “all the nations” shows 

that this indeed will be a global empire of 

unprecedented proportions. The term “deceived,” 
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Greek, ejplanhvqhsan, meaning, “go astray, be 

misled, wander about,”
131

 shows that it was in no 

way grounded upon truth, but a Satanic lie that the 

antichrist is the Messiah. Further, the term 

“sorcery,” Greek, farmakeiva/, means, “the use of 

magic, often involving drugs and the casting of 

spells upon people”
132

 all of which sounds very 

demonic. It will be highly effective of course. 

Jesus spoke of “false Christs and false prophets” 

arising and showing “great signs and wonders, so 

as to mislead, if possible, even the elect” (Mt. 

24:24). 

 C. The final statement reminds us of the 

woman’s guilt in connection with the blood of the 

faithful during the tribulation (18:24). 

  1. (vs. 24) There is no question that 

the woman riding the beast was guilty of putting to 

death believers in substantial numbers: “And in 

her was found the blood of prophets and of saints 

and of all who have been slain on the earth” 

(kai; ejn aujth'/ [“The oblique cases of auj. very 

oft…take the place of the 3rd. pers. personal pron.; 

in partic. the gen. case replaces the missing 

possessive pron…w. a change…of 

pers.”
133

] ai|ma [“blood…fig…as the seat of 

life…shed blood=kill”
134

] profhtw'n [“prophet as 
proclaimer and interpreter of the divine 

revelation…Christians, who are endowed w. the 

gift of profhteiva…W. a{gioi”135
; “The Most 

Important Charisma. Paul prefers prophecy to 

other gifts…The prophets also have a special place 

in Rev.”
136

] kai; aJgivwn [“‘The saints’ or the 

consecrated…is John’s constant word for believers 

in Christ”
137

; “used as a pure subst…a{gioi, wn, oiJ 
the holy ones…of other men esp. close to 

God”
138

] euJrevqh [“find, come upon accidentally, 
without seeking tinav someone…Pass. be found, 

find oneself, be”
139

] kai; pavntwn [“adj., used w. a 

noun…w. a noun in the pl., w. the art. all…w. 
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participles”
140

] tw'n ejsfagmevnwn [“to slaughter, 

either animals or persons; in contexts referring to 

persons, the implication is of violence and 

mercilessness - ‘to slaughter, to kill.’…‘the 

blood...of all those who have been slaughtered on 

earth’”
141

; “to slaughter…Of the killing of a 

person by violence…butcher or murder 

someone”
142

; “to slay, especially of victims for 

sacrifice…is used…of taking human life…in 13:3, 

probably of assassination, R.V., ‘smitten {unto 

death},’ A.V., ‘wounded {to death},’ R.V. marg., 

‘slain;’”
143

; “In Rev. 6:9 the death of martyrs for 

the sake of the word is compared to the 

slaughtering of sacrifices. As the blood flows 

down the altar, so their souls {which the blood 

represents} are under the altar. The same mode of 

speech influences Rev. 18:24”
144

] ejpi; th'" gh'"). 
 Upon the completion of her judgment it 

will arise that “in her,” again, the woman who 

rode the beast, and/or Babylon the great “was 

found (euJrevqh)” to no believer’s surprise, “the 
blood of prophets (profhtw'n) and of saints 

(aJgivwn) and of all who have been slain 

(ejsfagmevnwn),” probably we are to understand 

“assassination,”
145

 or simply, martyrdom, “on the 

earth.” The picture is one of “slaughter…in”
146

 

this context, “referring to persons, (with) the 

implication is of violence and mercilessness.”
147

 

We saw before in Rev. 17:6 that, “the woman 

drunk with the blood of the saints, and with the 

blood of the witnesses of Jesus.” It is no wonder 

that God will judge her. It is after all only right 

and good. 

 

III Conc. 

 Indeed saints should rejoice at the prospect 

that evil has been so soundly defeated and that 

God’s people have been avenged and vindicated. 

 Thus it will be that judgment will be 

carried out as a when great stone sinks when cast 
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into the sea, suddenly and violently, and Babylon 

will be no more. The music industry as it will be 

known will be finished; craftsmen and technicians 

out of business; the mill silenced; lights put out; 

the joy of the wedding ceremony hushed because 

the merchants who fostered this anti-God 

atmosphere are done along with the sorcery that 

deceived the nations. 

 It is all absolutely justified on the ground 

that the woman was the slayer of God’s people. 

She simply got what she deserved and nothing 

more. 


